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Epiq Helps Reduce Case Preparation Time and Cost with Launch of 
Advanced Early Case Assessment Offering  

 
NEW YORK – Feb. 2, 2021 - Epiq, a global technology-enabled services leader to the 
legal services industry and corporations, announced today its launch of Epiq Case 
Insights™, a new full-service early case assessment (ECA) service offering for 
corporate law departments and firms. 

Now, more than ever, law departments are looking for ways to reduce costs. With over 
90% of all court cases settling out of court, early assessment of the facts for a case can 
greatly reduce litigation costs by allowing a party to pursue a favorable resolution earlier 
in a matter. With Case Insights, Epiq pairs skilled consultants and analysts with artificial 
intelligence (AI) to find early insights, hot documents, and valuable facts at the start of a 
discovery effort.  

Through this new offering, experienced Epiq consultants—with deep knowledge of how 
to use advanced tools, techniques, workflow, and processes—will deliver a report 
containing key facts and behavior patterns that can help inform case strategy and 
tactical decisions. As a side benefit, the analysis can identify some tranches of 
documents clearly not relevant to the matter, which can reduce the overall volume of 
documents hosted and reviewed. 

“We’re always looking for ways to apply advanced technologies, especially AI, to 
streamline and improve the way legal work gets done. By using AI to turn unstructured 
data into insights, we’re able to identify data anomalies or issues more quickly and 
accurately early on in a case,” said Eric Crawley, vice president, global advanced 
technologies and managed review. 

“Our clients also find that due to our eDiscovery and managed review expertise, we’re 
able to provide in-depth data analysis early on in a case in a highly efficient way. This is 
another way we are helping them to transform the business of law, especially in today’s 
challenging environment.” 

To learn more about Case Insights, see Epiq’s Legalweek(year) 2021 facilitated in-
booth discussion on Wednesday, February 3 at 10:15 AM ET here. 

https://www.event.law.com/legalweek/499551?utm_source=google&utm_medium=search&utm_term=legalweek2021&gclid=Cj0KCQiAx9mABhD0ARIsAEfpavSqmZAyW9B0NxKLF_10VRs4Ov5OaSz_gn77hWIJtAFO7cc-vEP2EVsaAsMuEALw_wcB
https://www.event.law.com/legalweek/Epiq?i=qY2ecOy_G7Q-jI33zGsN3RWw4ZwAxxKy


About Epiq  

Epiq, a global leader in the legal services industry, takes on large-scale, increasingly 
complex tasks for corporate counsel, law firms, and business professionals with 
efficiency, clarity, and confidence. Clients rely on Epiq to streamline the administration 
of business operations, class action and mass tort, court reporting, eDiscovery, 
regulatory, compliance, restructuring, and bankruptcy matters. Epiq subject-matter 
experts and technologies create efficiency through expertise and deliver confidence to 
high-performing clients around the world. Learn more at www.epiqglobal.com. 
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